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Anthropological Perspectives on
Prostitution and AIDS in India

Increasing prevalence of HIV/AIDS across wider sections of the Indian society has focused
attention on particularly vulnerable groups, such as sex workers. Thus far, attempts to

rehabilitate and to arouse social awareness have been sporadic and isolated. This paper
argues for the need to evoke a wider awareness by looking to the historical circumstances

surrounding prostitution and argues for a multi-pronged effort to combat HIV/AIDS.

those aspects of prostitution, which are
particularly relevant for designing effec-
tive HIV/AIDS prevention programmes.

I
What is Prostitution?

From behavioural point of view, pros-
titution can be defined as the act or practice
of a person, female or male, who for some
kind of reward – monetary or otherwise
– engages in sexual relations with a num-
ber of persons, who may be of the opposite
or same sex. Unless otherwise stated, in
reality prostitution implies women provid-
ing sexual pleasure to men in exchange of
cash or kind. ‘Sexual relations’ is not a
very precise term. Ordinarily, it means
sexual intercourse or, more precisely,
vaginal and anal intercourse. But other
types of sexual relations may also involve
exchange of cash or kind – for example,
oral sex, masturbation, petting, deep kiss-
ing, phone sex. Do they fall under the
rubric of prostitution? There is no univer-
sally applicable answer to this question.
Definition of prostitution in Indian com-
mon parlance is quite narrow. It is regarded
as the act of a female who hires her body
to a number of males for sexual intercourse
in exchange of money.

The existence of prostitution in a society
depends upon: (i) the presence of some
customary form/s of marriage, particularly
monogamous marriage between a man and
a woman, as well as social strictures against
marital infidelity of women and (ii) strict
observance of pre-marital chastity of
women. It might have taken thousands of
years for human societies to develop
varieties of marriage institutions. There is
no evidence of any society in the contem-
porary world that does not practice any
customary form of marriage and also does
not have any control over sexual relation-
ship between a man and a woman outside
marriage. However, societies may vary

considerably in strictures against or tolera-
tion of pre-marital and extra-marital sexual
relations between a woman and a man. In
general, so-called tribal societies are rela-
tively more lax about it than others. There
are examples of some tribal societies in
Africa and Pacific Islands in which pre-
marital sexual experience has been quite
commonplace. Moreover, in some of these
societies, women with such experience
were preferred for marriage purpose. In
these societies prostitution is reported to
have developed only after sailors, traders
and other outsiders started hiring native
women to become their ‘temporary wives’.

Most societies, being patriarchal in
nature, customarily exert more control over
female sexuality than over male sexuality.
Violations of marital fidelity and pre-
marital chastity by men are more tolerated
than by women. Hence, although there
may not be any difference in basic sex
drive of men and women, men are in a
more advantageous situation to satisfy their
sexual urge outside marital bond. The most
convenient and common way for men to
do so is to satisfy their urge by having
sexual relations with female ‘prostitutes’.

Since the term ‘prostitute’ has been being
commonly used in a derogatory sense, in
current literature the term ‘commercial sex
worker’ often substitutes it. But, in my
view, if sex is qualified as ‘work’ it is
inherently commercial. So the word ‘com-
mercial’ seems superfluous. I would rather
use the terms ‘female sex worker’ or FSW
and ‘male sex worker’ or MSW for a
female and a male prostitute respectively.

II
History of Prostitution in India

In this paper, we are concerned primarily
with the contemporary situation regarding
prostitution in India, but a few noteworthy
historical evidence would be helpful in
understanding the present situation.

Anthropology is not a study of what nature
makes of man, but of what man as a freely
acting entity makes of himself.”

(Emmanuelle Kant in Anthropology
from a Pragmatic Point of View)

In an editorial-page article in The States-
man (January 21, 2001) on Nirmal
Kumar Bose, R K Das Gupta cited the

above statement to characterise Bose’s
anthropological contributions. Bose’s pro-
found scientific study of man was matched
by an equally profound concern for human
welfare. In choosing the subject matter of
this article, I was guided by the viewpoint
of Kant and Bose.

Acquired Immuno-Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS)  is a fatal disease that threatens the
human population all over the world. It
represents the late clinical stage of infec-
tion with a virus called  Human Immuno-
Deficiency Virus (HIV) which has already
caused millions of deaths in sub-Saharan
Africa. According to UNAIDS estimate,
HIV-positive population in India at the end
of 1999 was 3.7 million, second only to South
Africa’s 4.1 million. Although HIV is
transmitted through blood transfusion and
infected injection needle, the principal
mode of its transmission in India is through
sexual intercourse.

There is almost no hope of availability
of a cure or preventive vaccine for AIDS
in foreseeable future. The spread of HIV/
AIDS in India can be controlled in India
mainly through behavioural changes, par-
ticularly in sexual practices. The risk of
HIV/AIDS transmission in a person is high
if he/she has sexual relationship with
multiple partners and without the protec-
tion of condoms. Prostitution commonly
involves both these risks.

Our knowledge of prostitution in India
as a dimension of human behaviour is very
poor. It deserves more attention of social
scientists than given so far. As a priority
basis, we need a better understanding of
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Prostitution is an age-old institution in
India. The well known socio-political trea-
tise, Arthashastra, written by Kautilya
sometime between 300 B C and 150 A D,
states that providing sexual entertainment
to the public using trained ‘ganikas’
(FSWs) was an activity strictly controlled
by the state and was also, for the most part,
carried on by state-owned establishments
[Rangarajan 1992:21-63]. The ganikas had
to pay taxes, usually one-sixth of their
income. The chief controller of entertain-
ment was responsible for maintaining
accounts regarding state expenses for
ganikas and payments made to them.

Vatsayana’s Kama Sutra compiled some-
time between 100 and 400 A D refers to
courtesans and eunuchs who depended on
their livelihood on providing varieties of
sexual entertainment to men [Burton and
Arbuthnot 1993]. The long list of 64 quali-
ties courtesans were expected to acquire,
besides beauty and a pleasant disposition,
indicates that the courtesans referred to in
Kama Sutra catered only to high-class men.

The Devadasi System

The devadasi system of dedicating
young girls to temples was present in
some parts of India as early as 300 A D.
It became an established institution in
Hindu by 700 A D [Basham 1959:185- 86].
Devadasis were supposed to attend to the
temple god, to dance and sing before him,
and, like the servants of an earthly king,
to provide sexual entertainment to temple
priests and to others whom god favoured
– in this case, male worshippers who paid
generous donations to the temple. As time
went on, lower class devadasis provided
sexual favours to common visitors to the
temple in exchange of money or kind and
subsequently became ordinary FSWs.
Daughters born to devadasis were usually
reared in temple compound and initiated
as devadasis. Lower caste couples in some
regions dedicated their daughters at a very
young age to a temple for getting spiritual
merit or other favours from temple god.

Some inscriptions in a Tanjore temple
dated 1004 A D show that there were 400
devadasis attached to it. They lived in free
quarters around the temple and were given
tax-free land out of the temple endow-
ment, In medieval times, about 4,000
temples in Gujarat are reported to have
about 20,000 devadasis. In southern India
the devadasi system continued unabated
until 19th century but in northern India
the destruction of temples by Muslim
invaders led to a decline of the institution.
By the beginning of 20th century, the

devadasi system in southern India was being
exploited for recruiting large number of
young girls from poor families for prostitu-
tion. The state governments enacted legis-
lation during the 1920s and 1930s prohib-
iting the dedication of young girls as
devadasis but without almost any success.

Calcutta under British Rule

The nature and extent of prostitution in
India during the British rule has been
recorded more for Calcutta than any other
Indian city. Records maintained in the
Calcutta Corporation provide some inter-
esting information about FSWs in Calcutta
during the 19th century. For example, in
1806 there were 2,550 (Hindu 1,206;
Muslim 715; Europeans 629) FSWs in 593
brothel houses in central Calcutta [Ghosh
and Das 1990]. Some of them, particularly
among Europeans and Muslims, were
apparently affluent. As many as, 6 per cent
of those who paid property tax in Calcutta
were FSWs. In early 19th century some
rich and respectable property holders in
Calcutta, including  Maharshi Debendra
Nath Tagore, used to rent premises to FSWs
(Sinha 1869 cited in Nag 1991). Appar-
ently, social and legal restrictions regard-
ing prostitution in the first half of the 19th
century Calcutta were much less than in
contemporary India.

The first generation FSWs in Calcutta
mostly belonged to upper caste widows
and deserted wives who, after becoming
victims of some extremely adverse circum-
stances ended up as FSWs in a red-light area
of Calcutta [Banerjee 1998:105-25]. Their
clients called babus were mostly middle
and upper class men. Some of them were
rich landlords (zamindars) and some used
to work as baniya and dewan in the British
administration and business agencies.
Sycophants (moshahebs) surrounding them
were also clients of FSWs.

By the middle of the 19th century the
composition of FSWs and their clients in
Calcutta started to become diverse and
their number began to grow rapidly. A
report prepared by Fabre-Tonnere (Health
Officer of Stuart Hogg, Esq) in 1867
mentions the number of FSWs in Calcutta
as over 30,000. The vast majority of them
were from depressed castes like tantee,
mali, kumar, kamar, chamar, telee, etc.
Many of them came to Calcutta driven
from rural areas by frequent famines and
extreme poverty. After working for some-
time as maidservant, factory worker or
other menial job in the city and its suburbs,
many of them used to become, willingly
or unwillingly, full-time or part-time FSWs.

By the 1870s, the British administration
started considering FSWs as ‘fallen
women’ and became especially concerned
with trafficking in children for prostitu-
tion. In 1872, the government sent a cir-
cular to all district magistrates inquiring
about the recruitment of girls less than nine
years of age by FSWs to ply their trade.
As an ‘intelligent native’, the famous
Bengali novelist, Bankim Chandra
Chattopadhyay, who was a deputy mag-
istrate in Berhampur at the time, was asked
to write a report on the topic [Chatterjee
1993]. The report focused on the causes
and motives which led widows and middle
class women around Calcutta and in
Murshidabad district to desert their homes
and to enter into such a ‘degraded’ and
‘miserable’ life. The principal causes iden-
tified by him were: (a) ‘ennui’ and (b) ‘love
of excitement’ on the part of women who
dared to break through the seclusion and
restraints of the Hindu family and found
the re-entry into the society shut forever.

III
Prostitution in

Contemporary India
The literature about current situation

regarding prostitution in India is very
inadequate. The rapid increase in the
prevalence of HIV/AIDS among FSWs in
some red-light areas and the consequent
initiation of many HIV/AIDS intervention
programmes among FSWs has generated
some health and socio-economic investi-
gations among FSWs but their reports are
not easily accessible.

The existing literature indicates that the
sex workers in contemporary India can be
classified into the following broad categories:
(1) Brothel-based FSWs in red-light
areas and elsewhere; (2) FSWs of
devadasi origin; (3) Floating FSWs;
(4) Call-girls; (5) Hijras; and (6) Male
sex workers (MSWs) other than hijras.

Brothel-Based FSWs in
Red-Light Areas and Elsewhere

Whatever is known about prostitution in
contemporary India is based mainly on
information gathered from areas known
officially or unofficially as red-light areas
in cities/towns/villages. The origin and
growth of red-light areas may be partly
attributed to the assumption that prostitu-
tion is a necessary evil and has to be
tolerated as long as it does not create a
public nuisance and does not violate the
limitations imposed on its practice. In many
Indian cities and other localities, particu-
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larly in southern part of the country, there
are brothels but no easily identifiable red-
light areas. The reasons for the non-exist-
ence of red-light areas are not yet known.
A few studies on FSWs in red-light areas
of Mumbai, Calcutta and Delhi are cited below.

Mumbai

In a study of 425 FSWs in a few red-
light areas, Punekar and Rao (1962) iden-
tified three types among them: (i) regular
‘prostitutes’ (350), (ii) ‘kepts’ (37) and
(iii) ‘performers of song and dance’ (38).
The first type was comprised of poor
FSWs with a monthly average income
of Rs  51-100. They had to give 50 per
cent of their income to gharwalis (brothel-
keepers) and remitted one-third to their
families at home. They charged only Rs
1-2 per client.  About one-third of them
reported to have suffered from one or more
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). The
average income of the other two types
was somewhat higher. Although most
women of all types lived in an unhealthy
environment, only 10 per cent of the total
reported their willingness to give up their
current profession for a respectable job.
They seemed to like ‘this free life”. In
general, they had friendly relations with
brothel-keepers. About one-half of them
maintained cordial relationship with their
families.

In another survey of 255 FSWs in a
Mumbai red-light area in the mid-1980s,
it was found that their average income was
Rs 100-200 which represented only 20 per
cent of the total money they received from
their clients [Gilada 1995]. Brothel-own-
ers, financiers, pimps and police shared the
remaining. Each FSW entertained, on the
average, four clients per day. They lived
in crowded rooms and got their daily food
from filthy cafeterias and vendors. Local
traders exploited them by selling essential
goods at twice the regular price. Labora-
tory tests showed that about 90 per cent
of them had one or more kinds of STDS.
A substantial proportion of FSWs was
from Nepal. Some of the FSWs were
originally devadasis. About one-third of
the FSWs were minors and about one-
quarter of them were abducted for the
purpose of prostitution. Daughters of FSWs
very often became FSWs themselves; sons
often became pimps.

Calcutta

In a survey conducted in 1987 among
6,698 FSWs in eight red-light areas of
Calcutta, it was found that an FSW enter-

tained, on the average, 2.7 clients per day
[Ghosh and Das 1990]. The average rate
for ‘short-term’ visit ranged from Rs 10
in Tollygunj to Rs 35 in Sonagachi. The
corresponding rate for ‘night’ visit ranged
from Rs 35 to Rs 95. It was estimated that
the total income generated annually in
Calcutta from the organised sex industry
was about Rs 30 crore. About Rs 20 crore
of the total amount generated by FSWs
were shared by pimps, homeowners,
matrons and others associated with the
sex industry. About 37 per cent of FSWs
reported that they were either forced by
family members and others to take up the
profession or lured by someone with the
false promise of a job. About 59 per cent
were abandoned by their husband and
about 13 per cent reported to be widows.
About 30 per cent were maidservants
before becoming FSWs. A large propor-
tion originated from Murshidabad,
Birbhum and Burdwan districts which,
combined together, is known as radh region
of West Bengal. The families to which the
FSWs belonged were receiving, on the
average, Rs 475 per month from them.

In a 1992 survey of 450 randomly selected
FSWs (out of 3,664) in Sonagachi red-light
area of Calcutta, the average number of
clients per FSW per day was 3.3 [Jana 1992,
1995].  Peno-vaginal sexual intercourse was
the most commonly used sexual technique
practised. About three-fourths of FSWs
also reported peno-oral sex. About one-
quarter of them took some precaution
against pregnancy, mostly by using
sterilisation, IUD and oral contraceptives.

Delhi

In a 1981 survey of 50 randomly selected
FSWs of G B Road red-light area, Pillai
(1982) found that about 80 per cent of
them were introduced to the profession by
their poverty-stricken family members-
majority by fathers and husbands, as it was
customary to do so in their families. About
one-fourth of FSWs joined the profession
because of desertion by husbands, friction
in families, cruelty of stepmother or simi-
lar reason. About one-half of them had to
entertain, on the average, five to six clients
a day. Some of them remitted money to
their families every month. About three-
fourths of the FSWs were suffering from
STDs at the time of the survey.

FSWs of Devadasi Origin

Despite legislation in many states during
the last few decades against the devadasi
system of attaching female dancers and

singers to temples as servants of gods, the
system still exists in various forms and
names other than devadasi, for example,
Bogams in Andhra Pradesh, Jagatis and
Basvas in Karnataka, Maharis in Kerala,
Muralis in Maharashtra, Thevardiyar in
Tamil Nadu, etc [Shankar 1994]. Girls
dedicated as devadasis to Yellamma,
Hanuman and Khandoba temples in
Maharashtra-Karnataka border areas are
estimated at 2.5 lakhs. The devadasis of
this area are attracting the attention of
journalists and have provided poignant
materials for stories and movies.

Yellamma Temple in Karnataka

This small temple, located at the
Saundatti town in Belgaum district, has
drawn considerable attention in recent years
for its clandestine operations in keeping
alive the devadasi system, defying the
Karnataka Devadasi (Prohibition of Dedi-
cation) Act, 1981. The temple enshrines
goddess Yellamma alias Renuka who is
largely worshipped by the lower castes.
Every year about 10,000 young girls of
poor families are dedicated as devadasis
to the goddess before they attain puberty
– about 5,000 on Magh-Punima (full-moon
in January-February) day and the rest on
other full-moon days in the year [Gilada
and Thakur 1988]. Girls are taken back
home after dedication and then auctioned
(primarily for prostitution) after they attain
puberty. It is reported that majority of
FSWs in the border districts of Maharashtra
and Karnataka are devadasi. They consti-
tute a substantial proportion of FSWs in
Mumbai, Nagpur and Pune cities of
Maharashtra. In a survey of 480 devadasis
attending the medical camps organised by
the People’s Health Organisation, 90 per
cent were found to have demonstrable STDs.

Floating FSWs

FSWs belonging to this category do not
have a fixed place for meeting and enter-
taining their clients. They usually roam  the
streets, public parks, railway stations, bus
stands, shopping areas and areas surround-
ing cinema halls, temples, etc. Most of
them wear dress and make-up in ways that
would attract attention of their potential
clients. After an agreement is reached
between a FSW and client regarding the
price, sexual act is usually performed in
rooms rented for short periods in brothel
houses, lodges, guest houses, hotels or in
client’s own place. Very low-level floating
FSWs and their clients may choose iso-
lated areas in public parks, sea beaches,
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roadsides and similar places where no rent
is required.

Floating FSWs have to seek their clients
and entertain them away from their resi-
dence mostly because many of them,
married or unmarried, live with their fam-
ily members and do not depend totally on
sex work for their subsistence. Many of
them are apparently part-time FSWs. Only
anecdotal information is available so far
about floating FSWs although their num-
ber seems to quite large in both urban and
rural areas of India. Some empirical stud-
ies among them have been funded recently
but their reports are not yet available.

Call-Girls

Like floating FSWs, call girls also are
part-time or full-time FSWs who usually
do not entertain their clients in their own
residents but with the important distinc-
tion that call girls are mostly educated,
finally better-off and do not have to roam
about streets and other public places in
search of clients. Call-girls generally get
their client through agents who have con-
tacts with potential clients. All negotia-
tions are conducted in a clandestine way
and mainly through telephones. The agents
have to be discreet in their looks and
behaviour in order to maintain secrecy.
Some call girls are students and house-
wives but many of them are engaged in
some other profession. Their rates for
providing entertainment are higher than
other categories of FSWs and they have
more choice in accepting or rejecting a client.

The only major study on call-girls in
India so far is the one carried out by Kapur
(1978) in Delhi, Calcutta and Mumbai.
Her academic credibility as a professor of
sociology in Delhi University at the time
of the study was an advantage for her to
get access to the secretive network of call
girls. She conducted repeated interviews
with 150 call-girls in total and had in-depth
discussions with 20 clients and 10 madams
(usually ex-call-girls).

Nearly 80 per cent of the clients of call
girls were married. Some of them held high
positions in professional fields. Their
earnings ranged from Rs 50 to Rs 500 per
hour and Rs 500 to Rs 10, 000 per night.
They tried to take good care of their health
by visiting physicians, when necessary.
About 40 per cent of call girls reported to
having had STDs at any time and 35 per
cent had experience of induced abortion.
Many of them wanted their clients to use
condoms but most clients did not like to
do so. A large proportion of clients preferred
penile-oral sex to vaginal intercourse and

wanted to discuss sex in vulgar language.
Contemporary movies and fictions in

various Indian languages involving call
girls as well as news media reports about
call-girl rackets indicate that this category
of sex workers is growing considerably in
recent years. Perhaps, one important factor
contributing to this growth is the rapid rise
of consumerism among the middle class as
a consequence of attractive television ad-
vertisements.

Male Sex Workers

Male sex workers may be defined as
those men who provide sexual service to
homosexually-oriented men and hetero-
sexually oriented women in exchange of
some reward in cash or kind. Almost
nothing is known about male sex workers
in India but by now, the presence of male
sex workers in India providing sexual enter-
tainment mostly to men is an established
fact. The Suppression of Immoral Traffic
Act (SITA) passed in 1956 did not recognise
the existence of male prostitution in India.
But its amendment, Immoral Traffic (Pre-
vention) Act (ITPA) passed in 1988 recog-
nises that men also can be sexually abused
and exploited for commercial purpose.

A large proportion of boys and young

men in India earn their livelihood by
providing massage services to men in parks,
sea beaches, hotels and homes. There are
anecdotal reports stating that some of
them engage in homosexual relations
with their clients for monetary gains.
Homosexual relations between truck driv-
ers and their assistants who provide aux-
iliary services are not uncommon [Rao et
al 1994]. Many homeless and poor boys
that are employed in varieties of small
establishments (for example, tea/coffee
stalls and groceries) are reported to be
exploited by their male employers. A report
of informal discussion with 20 room ser-
vice waiters in hotels in New Delhi and
Pune in 1992 impressed Khan (1992) that
a large proportion of them had sex with
both male and female guests for monetary
gains. None of them perceived themselves
as homosexual.

Hijras

The Urdu term ‘hijra’ means hermaph-
rodite, which refers to a person, whose
genitals are ambiguously male-like at birth.
Only small proportions of those who are
called hijra in India are physiologically
hermaphrodite. Mostly they are castrated
males. However, there are men who wear
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women’s dress and are neither castrated
nor hermaphrodite but identify themselves
as hijra. Hijras are variously known as
‘ali’, ‘kojja’ or ‘potee’ and others in dif-
ferent regions of India.

Traditionally, hijras earn their living by
receiving payment for their music and dance
performance at homes on occasions of
male birth, wedding and other festivals.
Because of their identification with god-
dess known as ‘Bahuchari Mata’, they are
believed by many to have the power to
confer prosperity and health on the new-
born infant and newly wed couples as well
as the power to do harm.

The recent literature about hijras shows
that, because of the gradual erosion of
popular beliefs in their power, most of
them are facing a decline in their income.
As a result, many among them are trying
to supplement their income by being a
part-time male sex worker (MSW). An-
thropological studies of hijra communities
in Bangalore, Mumbai and several cities
of northern India by Serene Nana (1986,
1989) convinced her that “hijras in contem-
porary India extensively engage in sexual
relations with men” in exchange of money.

IV
Association between AIDS

and Prostitution
FSWs as Powerless

Victims of AIDS

In India, when people hear or talk about
AIDS, the single group of people that
comes to their mind most commonly is that
of FSWs. The earliest and widely publicised
detection of HIV infection in India among
a few FSWs in Chennai in 1986 and
subsequent media reports of the rapid
increase of HIV prevalence among FSWs
in a Mumbai red-light area during the next
few years are perhaps responsible for such
public perception. This perception, how-
ever, perhaps represents the reality. In India,
FSWs are indeed extremely vulnerable to
HIV/AIDS. According to UNAIDS
(2000:13), by the mid-1990s, a quarter or
more of FSWs in New Delhi, Hyderabad,
Pune, Tripura and Vellore cities tested
positive for HIV. In Mumbai, the prevalence
of HIV among FSWs has reached 70 per
cent. It is true that HIV infection has by
now spread among all sections of urban
and rural population of India but as a single
group, perhaps the clients of FSWs may
be blamed for the spread. Many of them,
often because of their reluctance to use
condoms, get the HIV infection from FSWs
and then transmit it to their wives and other

FSWs. There is one in three chance that
infected women, when pregnant, transmit
the infection to their newborn babies.

It has been observed in many HIV/AIDS
intervention projects in red-light areas of
India that it is not difficult to educate and
motivate FSWs regarding use of condoms
for protection but the prevalence of con-
dom use among them does not increase
adequately because their clients are un-
willing to do so. Clients usually argue they
do not get full pleasure in sexual inter-
course if condom is used. FSWs are mostly
powerless, economically and otherwise,
to insist on the use of condoms by their
clients. Hence, for making a HIV/AIDS
intervention project among FSWs effec-
tive, it is necessary to include in it a strat-
egy for community development among
FSWs and for their empowerment. An
example of such projects is cited below.

Sonagachi Project

During the last decade or so many
government and NGOs agencies in India
have initiated HIV/AIDS intervention
projects among FSWs, mostly in red-light
areas. The Sonagachi project, covering a
large red-light area of northern Calcutta of
the same name was initiated in 1992 by
the All-India Institute of Hygiene and
Public Health .The initial funding and
technical support was provided by the
WHO. The project has attained an inter-
national reputation for its remarkable
success in keeping HIV prevalence among
FSWs less than 6 per cent  till the year 2000
whereas the corresponding figures in
many other red-light areas of India were
as high as 25 per cent and above at the time.

As in many other successful HIV/AIDS
intervention projects, Sonagachi project
had a provision from its initial stage for
training a number of selected FSWs in the
basic knowledge about HIV/AIDS infec-
tion and how to avoid it. After training,
they were employed in the project as part-
time peer educators but they also  continue
their profession as sex workers. In addition
to educating FSWs about HIV/AIDS, they
had the responsibility to distribute condoms
and demonstrate how to use them properly.

In course of their work, peer educators
soon realised that educating FSWs about
HIV/AIDS and motivating them to use
condoms is futile unless their clients
cooperate in using condoms. Most of their
clients were reluctant to use condoms and
resisted all attempts by FSWs to persuade
them to do so. It became gradually clear
to peer educators and other project staff
that unless FSWs could mobilise them-

selves to form an association of their own
and try through it to gain some control over
their own life and social environment, they
could never be able exert their wish on
their clients to have safer sex. It was an
extremely difficult task for the poor and
powerless FSWs, most of whom were
coerced or forced by adverse circumstances
to join the profession and who were also
in severe competition with each other to
attract clients, to mobilise themselves.

FSWs in Sonagachi, particularly peer
educators among them, were fortunate to
get help from the social workers and
physicians engaged in the project to gain
some self-confidence and positive outlook
about their life. Peer educators started
realising that they were contributing to the
physical social welfare of their peers. It
gave them a sense of human dignity and
also a sense of identity other than being
a sex object. Regular group meetings
organised by social workers or peer edu-
cators in which other FSWs participated
inspired the peer educators to form an
association through which they could
identify their common problems and try
to deal with them collectively. As a result,
Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee
(DMSC) was formed in 1992.

The Durbar Mahila Samanwayay Com-
mittee was formed with the explicit objec-
tive of fighting for more secure and hu-
mane status for FSWs and their children
than existing at present. From its begin-
ning it has involved itself in various types
of crisis management on behalf of FSWs
and in taking necessary steps to improve
their immediate working condition. In No-
vember 1997, the DMSC convened in
Calcutta the first national conference of
sex workers that was attended by about
4,000 sex workers including some  MSWs.
This was a landmark event in which sex
workers attempted to inscribe their new-
identity on the public sphere. National and
international media widely covered the event;
most of the reports were positive in nature.

In order to provide economic security to
its members, the DMSC has formed the
Usha Cooperative Society. Initially, the
West Bengal government raised some
questions in approving a cooperative so-
ciety of sex workers, but finally granted
approval. Its activities so far include (i) a
savings and credit scheme for its members,
(ii) providing creche facilities for the chil-
dren of FSWs when they are with their
clients and (iii) the social marketing of
condoms in over 50 red-light areas of West
Bengal through a team of trained FSWs
called Basanti Senas.

The DMSC has created a cultural forum
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called Komal Gandhar that gives sex
workers a chance to express themselves
through music, dance, drama, paintings
and other channels. It has emerged as a
platform for exchanging cultural traditions
across linguistic, religious and regional
variations. Komal Gandhar has also been
an effective tool for conveying social
messages on HIV/AIDS and for stress-
ing the need for structural changes in
the sex industry. It is also engaged in
efforts to remove widely held misconcep-
tions about prostitution. It has staged the-
atres and dance dramas in national and in-
ternational forums including the World
AIDS Conference held in Geneva in 1996.

The DMSC has gained a worldwide
reputation for its success as the welfare
agent for its over 40,000 members in West
Bengal. Its members are doing many things
and hoping to do many others, which they
could not even, dream a decade ago. On
the way to gaining control over their bodies
and health, they no longer want to be pitied
and rescued.

Priorities of Research

In India, AIDS is no longer a disease
confined to female sex workers. The preva-
lence of HIV infection is higher in adult
men than adult women. A significant
number of children are also HIV-positive.
It has been shown above that the male
clients of FSWs are a major source of the
spread of HIV among the general popu-
lation in India. The vast gap in our knowl-
edge about various categories of FSWs
and, particularly, about their clients is a
serious handicap in designing and imple-
menting effective HIV/AIDS intervention
projects. Anthropologists with their skill
of doing intensive field investigation can
contribute significantly towards filling up
this gap. A few priority areas of anthropo-
logical research are:  (i) clients of female
and male sex workers; (ii) floating female
and male sex workers; (iii) male sex work-
ers; (iv) Hijras; (v) social organisation of
red-light areas; (vi) minor girls and boys
in prostitution and (vii) factors affecting
success and failure of HIV/AIDS inter-
vention projects among female and male
sex workers.
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